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The lilitab Picture Mount Pro is the most low profile  
tablet kiosk we make; protruding only 2” from the wall it  
is fully compliant with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).

Pro flexibility.
– Tablet friendly. The lilitab Picture Mount Pro is able to support most 10” tablets on 

the market, including  Apple iPad, the Microsoft Surface RT, Samsung Galaxy Tab, 
Google Nexus 10 and more.

– MagDock. The patented MagDock feature is in the wall mount where the lilitab head 
unit is mounted. With a turn of a key, the head unit easily detaches for assisted 
selling, maintenance or access to the tablet. The pass through power automatically 
begins to charge the tablet when docked. The lock offers 100 different key codes and 
units can be keyed alike or randomly assigned.

– Experience zero downtime. In public environments, stuff happens. Who wants to call 
and wait for a technician when it does? If your tablet stops working, just turn the key 
to swap in a new head unit. Problem solved—no waiting, no technician necessary.

– MagKey. The exclusive MagKey is a feature that allows you to securely sleep your 
lilitab when an iPad is installed. Insert the key to put the iPad asleep, remove to wake 
and return your kiosk to the exact state it was in. This allows you to turn your kiosk 
“on” and “off” without accessing or removing your iPad—a key concern for establishments 
that power down their fixtures at night.

We’ve thought of everything.
– Radio transparent. There’s no metal in the lilitab head unit. This means it won’t 

interfere with your tablet’s various signals (WiFi, 4G, and Bluetooth) ensuring that you 
get maximum range and data throughput.

– Tablet safe. Silicone pads inside the lilitab head unit cradles your tablet against 
bumps and knocks. This ensures your tablet is safe from damage if dropped.

– Rock solid and anti-theft. The lilitab head unit is manufactured from ABS, one of  
the strongest plastics available. This, together with our patented perimeter latching 
system, ensures your tablet is safe inside. The pole is manufactured from  
powder-coated steel that is nearly impervious to chips and scratches. For more 
permanent installations, the pole mount can be bolted to any surface through mount 
points inside the tubular base, leaving nothing visible or accessible.

– Upgradeable. No matter what new tablets are introduced into the market, lilitab is 
ready and equipped for change and upgrade.

– Convenient. You never have to remove your tablet to recharge it. The tablet is charged 
via a pass-through port in the lilitab head unit and charges automatically when plugged in.

– Base options. The lilitab Surface Pro can be bolted directly to any surface or you can 
use the optional base plate.

– Optional secure card reader. Need a magnetic stripe reader? Simply add one of our 
card readers. You can choose our own iPad 30pin encrypting & tokenizing reader or a 
Square reader mount point.

– Face options. The lilitab head unit comes with your choice of faceplate to suit your 
security and camera needs. There’s six to choose from and we’ve covered all the bases.

– It likes to dress up. Brand your lilitab your way with many options including custom 
faceplate design and keyboard.


